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Ms. Peggy Swan
29631Wild Rose Drive
tslue River, Wi 535i8

Dear Ms. Swan:

I am writing in response to your February 3,2014 emails sent to the Division of Adult Institutions (DAI),
as well as to Warden Pollard at Waupun Correctional Institution (WCD. You are demanding that Officer
Joseph Beahm be temporarily removed from duty until various complaints of harassment and abuse by
several inmates against him are investigated.

Officer Beahm will remain in his current position. These claims have been looked into, by either intemal
or external investigators. I appreciate your concem for the individuals involved. Based on our findings,
they appear to be fabricated to the point that the inmates place themselves at risk of being subject to
discipline for making false allegations about staff outside of the process given to them. It is not
uncommon for some of our inmates to embellish stories or create issues to draw attention to themselves
and/or obtain services from the public.

Regardless of restriction, all inmates are still provided an opporfunity to attend to activities in order to
meet legal deadlines, write letters (as they wrote to you), and fill out any necessary request slips
(complaint forms, health, dental, and psychological).

Inmates aiso write about how we restrain inmates behind the back. AII maximum-security institutions use
behind-the-back restraint practices in segregation. This practice is not unique to WCI. There are many
internal checks and balances that ensure staJf actions are justified and appropriate. Staff are bound by
statutes and work rules prohibiting any inappropriate actions and behaviors. WCI has a zero tolerance for
any harassment or intimidation of inmates.

The WCI segregation building has a small number of officer staffand 180 inmates. Those staff are busy
all day escorting inmates to medical passes, due process hearings, recreation activities, passing out meals,
delivering medications, escorts to showers, processing TLU's, responding to emergencies, among other
things. The camera system monitors interactions and situations on the unit. In addition, inmates are
provided daily access to request slips for dental, health services, psychological services, and inmate
complaints. They also have access to chaplains and social workers.
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Being indigent has no bearing on whether they are provided medical or health services. No inmate 1s ever
denied medical or psychological help based on whether they can pay the copay or not. Nurses, clinicians
and social workers are present every day in segregation to assist an inmate with whatever issues they may
have.

I trust this addresses vour concerns.

James R. Schwochert
Assistant Administrator
Division of Adult lnstitutions

cc: WCI Warden Pollard
File ,4.021102

Sincerely,


